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Custom Humor Typology Report for
Terry Brown

Terry, you've got major Magnet style! This report is based on your responses to the Humor Typology

assessment. Use this report to gain insight into your sense of humor, and how it might compare to that

of your colleagues and friends:

• Read and reflect on your results to understand your natural tendencies when it comes to humor.

• Share your results with friends, family, and coworkers.

• Understand how you shift your style across contexts. Did you take the test in the mindset of how

   you use humor at work or at home? Try taking the test again, this time channeling your humor style

   in the opposite context, and see how your humor differs in a personal versus professional

   environment.

• Dive deeper into your humor style and how to apply it by checking out Humor, Seriously.
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About the Humor Typology

Not everyone is funny the same way. Science has shown that individuals differ in both their content

(what they tend to joke about) and delivery (how they most naturally deliver their humor).

When it comes to the content of one's humor, it can range from affiliative (wholesome, uplifting humor)

to aggressive (humor that's no-holds-barred and a few shades darker). Meanwhile, one's humor

delivery can range from expressive (spirited, spontaneous, spotlight-seeking) to subtle (understated,

premeditated, and full of nuance).

These can be mapped onto two separate axes that reveal four dominant humor styles: the Stand-up,

the Sweetheart, the Magnet, and the Sniper. Understanding your unique humor style will allow you

to wield it with precision.
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Affiliative

Expressive

Aggressive

Subtle

MAGNET

Magnets keep things positive, warm,

and uplifting, avoiding controversial

or upsetting humor while radiating

charisma.

STAND-UP

Stand-Ups are natural entertainers

who aren't afraid to ruffle a few

feathers to get a laugh.

SWEETHEART

Sweethearts are earnest and honest,

and their humor often flies under the

radar.

SNIPER

Snipers are edgy, sarcastic, and

nuanced, unafraid to cross lines in

pursuit of a laugh.
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Analysis of Your Humor Style

Terry, your unique sense of humor is most closely aligned to the Magnet. In particular, you

prefer uplifting humor and when you're telling a joke, you can rarely keep a straight face. It's likely

that you often have a wide smile plastered on your face and when telling a joke, your delivery is

vivid and full of emotion.

However, you differ from most Magnets in that you can get behind a good natured prank, as long as

it doesn't hurt anyone's feelings and you often make sarcastic remarks. By nature, your humor is

sharp and edgy and you are comfortable in your own skin even if others might judge you for your

antics.
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YOUR RESULTS BREAKDOWN

MAGNET 42% 31% STAND-UP

SWEETHEART 19% 7% SNIPER
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